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UNDERSTANDING THE ANGELIC
CODES
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO SEE REPETITIVE NUMERICAL SIGNS?

Have you noticed repetitive numerical sequences appearing to you so often they
can’t be dismissed as just a coincidence?
These numbers can appear on clocks, till receipts, registration plates, social media
and everywhere you see digital numbers.

Perhaps 111 or 222 appear serendipitously on your phone when you are facing a
big decision or reaching up to Heaven for answers. Maybe you keep seeing 444
or 333 on registration plates when you drive and you don’t know what it means,
but your gut tells you these numbers mean something!
Well these numbers do have meaning.
Repetitive number sequences aka Angelic Codes are a sign from the Divine
delivered by your angels.
With these Codes your angels are trying to get your attention, teach you something
or send a vital message.

All signs from the angels have 3 things in common:
• Their frequency- they appear 3 or more times
• The timing – they show up just when you need help!
• A sense of inner knowing- you feel connected to something greater than
you when you see them.
The word angel Means Messenger of God. The angels are Divine Intelligent
guides who watch over you and bring you messages and signs. Your Angels act
as a bridge between Heaven and Earth, carrying the thoughts and energies of
God/the Universe to you and taking your prayers across the veil to be answered.
As your personal guides angels use signs and codes to capture
your attention and to give you specific messages and comfort.
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Signs can be a simple reminder of your Divine origins and the spiritual
guardians who watch over you.
The more you connect with the angels and your Soul, you will
notice that your signs seem coded with a more complex
personal message.

Angelic Codes appear when you are working to improve your life.
These numbers arranged in certain sequences have specific meanings for you
and demonstrate that your angels are working closely with you to heal your life
and align with the highest good in all ways.
Your angels are with you throughout your earthly life to help you to
overcome challenges and pain and guide you to the highest expression of
your life.
They will help you to solve problems, heal from painful experiences and they’ll
guide you to happiness, health, prosperity and love if you sincerely ask them
and follow their guidance.
Angels are not here to judge or control you, in fact you have
free will to chose whatever you want to do with your precious
minutes, hours and days!

When you ask for their help, expect to be guided to your highest good. They’ll
teach you the laws of the Universe such as manifesting if you ask. They’ll never
steer you towards lower energies, harmful exploits or anything that will bring
you down.
You always have the last say and you get to choose whether you follow their
direction or not.
Angel Codes (especially Awakening Codes such as 111) can
appear seemingly out of the blue when your Soul is ready to
“awaken”. This means that you are being nudged to become
more spiritually aware and see that there is more to life
beyond the material world.

You may have a big life purpose, a mission which involves making a difference
to the world. Genuinely spiritually conscious people can be sensitive, loving,
kind, and giving. They want to help the planet and its inhabitants and shine their
“light” into the world. Empathy, kindness and sensitivity are strong
characteristics of an awakened human being!
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Your awakening might align with a difficult life challenge, an accident, a
trauma or a series of events which force you to reframe your beliefs and
prejudices about life and yourself.
Many souls are awakening right now, more than ever before.
The lightworkers, avatars and prophets that came before us,
along with the angels have worked hard to bring spiritual
consciousness to the world to enable this.

The planet needs to be inhabited by spiritually conscious empathic and
compassionate souls who are unwilling to act out of ego greed and fear and
refuse to live in ways that harm.
Every individual has a personal purpose to live intentionally and peacefully.
Within that purpose you learn soul lessons which leads you to discovering ways
to manifest abundance and happiness for yourself.
Some people feel drawn to a bigger purpose to share their light and knowledge
with others, and to change the world through role modelling. Your angels are
with you to help you to fulfil your purpose.
When angels are verbally invited into your life, they can do more for you and
this is when the signs appear more frequently. Angelic codes can be simple or
profound messages which mean something different to everyone.
See the numbers as coaching from the angels offering you a
clear message or a reminder to stay on your spiritual path.

Angelic Codes can appear almost anywhere: on car registration plates, on
tickets and dockets, digital clocks, phone numbers, tee shirts, buses, aeroplanes
tickets and boats. The angels will get a message to you in very creative ways.
When you learn the general meaning of the number you will discover the
message locked with in the codes.
You may end up applying your own intuitive meaning to a certain angelic code,
for instance Sandy told me that whenever she sees 333, she is reminded to say a
gratitude prayer. Angela always knows something special is going to happen
when she notices 111. Trust your own intuition but use this book as a guide.
Pay attention to what shows up for you 3 or more times, notice the timing of the
code, and the feeling that it evokes within you.

Here are the angelic codes and the meanings I have been given by the angels.
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THE ANGELIC CODES:

Angelic codes are double, triple or quadruple number sequences that you notice
repeatedly, such as 11, 111, or 1111.
111 THE AWAKENING CODE

This is the cosmic alarm clock ringing to awaken you to learn
the spiritual truth about yourself and life.

The foundation lesson in spiritual awakening is learning that your thoughts
create your experience. When you see 11 (the cosmic gateway) it is a code
telling you that you are manifesting something right now.
When you see 111 or 11 the angels wish you to be aware of your thoughts and
beliefs because you are manifesting right at that moment. You need to change
the thought and pray for help to undo any negative effects.
111 is a reminder for awakened individuals to uplift their thoughts urgently

The angels are reminding you that you need to use your mind to manifest what
you want. Stop complaining, judging or beating yourself up and start using
mantras and prayer to change your life.
Know that your thoughts influence everything, not just you. The world needs
more awakened individuals who are not contributing to the clouds of fear and
judgement over the earth.

222 YOUR PRAYERS ARE MANIFESTING HAVE FAITH

The seed of your thoughts is growing. This is a sign to keep the faith and also to
celebrate and add extra positive energy to your mind and life.
Your thoughts and prayers have been heard and answered by Heaven. Continue
to have faith and don’t be tempted to give up. This is a very strong message to
keep doing the spiritual work to manifest what you want.

333- SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE IS HERE

Stop and tune in to your intuition to receive the action steps you need to take.
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You have attracted extra help and guidance. Your vibe is raising considerably.
Call in your guides aka masters of the light your angels and God to help you
with your situation.
Work with your Higher Energy and the Divine intelligence to bring about a
truly powerful and high vibrational outcome.
Your spiritual guidance might come as repetitive thoughts,
synchronicity, or visions.
3 is a sacred number which represents the Holy Trinity: The Father, son, holy

Spirit-which in non-patriarchal terms is – The Divine Source, the physical
human and the Spiritual energy of the universe
444 MANY ANGELS SURROUND YOU. PLEASE ASK THEM FOR HELP

This is a hello from heaven. 4 is sent to support you and remind you that the
angels are with you!
The angels are working with you, because you’ve asked for and attracted their
help.
I always see lots of 44’s when I have prayed for help. 444 are like a white
feather, showing me that my prayers are heard.

555 BIG CHANGES ARE MANIFESTING

This number can appear as encouragement when you have been manifesting or
praying for a change. It can be giving you forewarning of a positive life shift in
any situation which is concerning you.
You’ve manifested these changes and they are divinely guided. Make sure you
keep up with the positive mindset.

666 SHIFT YOUR THOUGHTS TO A MORE SPIRITUAL MINDSET

This maybe a sign that your ego mind has taken over and it’s effecting your
situation negatively.
This message comes when you’ve temporarily forgotten that all physical and
material items including money originate from Source.
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Everything is energy and your whole material life is affected by how you think.

When you focus too much on the material world you get caught in the world of
karma and drama. This can make you unhappy and choke off your abundance.
You need to remember that you are a spiritual being having a physical life, not
the other way around.
When you see 666, switch your thoughts and connect with your angels and the
fear blocks will dissolve. Pray and repeat mantras such as: The Divine is the
source of all my good. I am One with the Universe.

777 YOU ARE ON THE RIGHT TRACK KEEP GOING

This is confirmation that your current thoughts and actions are right for you.
The angels are encouraging you to keep up your positive mindset and go
forward with your Divinely inspired ideas.
When you see 777 you are getting closer to what you want. You are also
connected with your soul and your purpose. Stay connected with your angels
and God to ensure you stay aligned.

888 ABUNDANCE IS COMING YOUR WAY

Prosperity and real abundance are possible for you now, if you continue to shift
your mindset to a spiritual prosperity mindset rather than scarcity and fear.
This means that you may not have a million dollars in the bank but you
recognise that you are infinitely connected to Good and this means you are safe.
With this number the angels are encouraging you to keep doing your mantras
and meditations about creating abundance and peace. You may see this number
as a reminder when your thoughts start to stray to worry.
This code connects you to the infinite nature of the Divine, showing you that you
are in the flow and can co-create amazing things for yourself and the world.

Make sure you both give and receive from the heart and keep abundance
flowing, which is its natural state.
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999 TIME TO GET ON WITH YOUR LIFE PURPOSE

Your angels are helping you with your life mission. This is a sign to put time
and energy into projects and career tasks which are important to you.
Connecting with your soul purpose and passion lights you up and brings
meaning back into your life. Your purpose connects you with a deep feeling of
fulfilment and have a positive effect in the world.
Be of service- be focused on giving and self-care. Both are important.
999 is an awakening code. When you see multiples of 9 regularly it can be like a

phone ringing urgently, calling you to step away from unhealthy activities,
drama, addiction and distraction and find something meaningful and purposeful
to do.
99 tells you to complete unfinished business, tie off loose ends, finish projects
so you can move forward with your purpose.

000 REMEMBER YOUR TRUE POWER

You are one with the Universe and you can change any situation just by
remembering and engaging with Divine Power. Call back your power from
anywhere you’ve lost it or given it away.
Protect your energy!
This is a sign from the Highest, asking you to connect through prayer and
meditation and mantras to create change for yourself and the planet.
000 is an awakening code, calling you to connect with the
Divine
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COMBINATION NUMERICAL CODES:
Sequences of mixed numbers are also Angelic Codes making the message even
more specific for you. All you need to do is apply the meaning of the angel
codes to decipher their meaning
For example:

1177 171 711 717 17

Combines the meaning of 1- Change your thoughts and 7- You are on the right
path
When I see 17 or 1717 consistently, I know my angels are saying: Keep your
thoughts positive, don’t give up and keep going.
228 882 828 282

Prosperity is starting to grow in your life. Notice all the abundance around you
and use positive thoughts and gratitude to increase it’s flow.
393 939 993 339

Combines the meaning of 3 and 9:
Spiritual guidance is coming about your life purpose, pray for help and tune in!
1010 101 0011 1100 100

Remember that you have Divine power available to you. Uplift your thoughts
and connect with the Universe to change your situation!
144 441 1144 141 414

Ask your angels to help you to uplift your thoughts
5544 545 454
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The angels are bringing a big change to your life, stay connected with them and
know this is divinely guided.
6262 622 226 662

Your ego is blocking your manifestations at this moment, use prayer and faith to
adjust your thoughts. Let go of fear so the angels can help you.
WHY AM I RECEIVING ANGELIC CODES?

Like all signs, Angelic Codes are an indication that you are receiving
communication from the Universe and your angels. This means that your energy
is aligning with those higher frequencies, and your awareness is expanding, and
your consciousness is connected with the angels.
Maybe you’ve prayed for help and signs, maybe you’re going through an
increase in self-awareness and growth.
If you don’t receive many signs, then start by politely asking for them. Increase
your spiritual vibration through meditation and mantras. Work on yourself by
releasing past hurts and negative emotions. Be open to the many ways which
God and your angels can connect with you.
Angels always respond to whatever is the highest on your mind at the time, so
when you receive an angelic code, you can apply it’s meaning to the situation
you are working on or praying for help with at that time.
If you’ve been worrying about abundance, or you are working on your
relationships then the sign will probably apply to that. Trust your first thoughts
about the signs that you see or sit down and meditate and ask.
If you are unsure about a sequence or sign then you can ask for more
clarification from the angels, they can enter your dreams, send you human
angels, drop books into your awareness and bring you guidance in all sorts of
creative ways.
Trust your inner intelligence, aka your intuition. The most
important elements of angelic communication are faith,
openness and gratitude.

By Rachel Scoltock
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